“We make it easy for you to find windows and
doors to reflect your style and taste.”
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ABOUT US
UNIQUE WINDOWS deals with customers directly in the market from the
last many years and gained customer's trust which reflects our constant
endeavour to meet and exceed customer's expectation in fenestration
solution. At present Unique Windows is established in Amritsar and
Jalandhar. In future also ready to open new branches in different cities.
UNIQUE WINDOWS as the name suggest in unique in its product offering and
approach to the market. We are bringing new solution of latest trends as
per the expectation of the client. To name a few they are uPVC and Aluminium
door windows and outdoor furniture with technology from Germany and Italy.
UNIQUE WINDOWS aims at giving quality products to its valuable customers
by giving timely service. We ensure that our customers stay with us for lifetime.
Based on the customer need, our representative meet the customers and give
them solution, they want. This is the reason that Unique Windows has
been able to create a list of satisfied customers in short span of time.
The company's experienced professional team of technicians /engineers &
design ensure that the products are of high quality and rightly installed. We
guarantee our total commitment if your project is entrusted to us.
HOW TO GET A UNIQUE WINDOW
While get a unique windows and door, visit our showroom. Our experienced
staff will attend you. We will understand your requirements. Our technical
person will visit your site for technical details. Based on technical details of
your site, we will make window of design selected by you and install it in a
time bound manner.
FOR THOSE WHO PREFER LUXURY ALONG WITH SECURITY AND STYLE
*OUTSTANDING QUALITY : We at UNIQUE WINDOWS believe that our
products are an extraordinary combination of style, elegance and quality
which is considered perfect for your abode .These Door & Windows are
ideally fitted for the country as it sees a huge variation in its climatic
conditions including extreme winter, extreme summers and heavy monsoons.

“We make it easy for you to find windows and doors to reflect your style and taste.”
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German PVC-U Windows & Door System

U-PVC (unplasticized polyvinyl chloride) formulation and extrusion process
make window frames that deliver superior performance, energy efficiency and
environmental sustainability.
Resistance to Almost Everything: uPVC is naturally resistant to moisture and
atmospheric pollutions such as acids, alkalis and salt air. It is impervious to rot, rust,
blistering and flaking, as well as infestation by termites or other insects. It resists
mold and mildew, and scratching will not require any touch-up. As a result, designed
windows and doors you install today will retain their lustre for years to come.
UPVC Advantage:
* Economical & Maintenance Free
* Eco-Friendly
* Corrosion proof
* Saves Energy
* Excellent Thermal & Acoustic Insulation
* Rotting or Warping proof
* Not Affected by Intense Heat & UV Exposure that can result into discoloration
* Energy Efficient
* Water Proof.
* Fire Retardant
* Weather Resistant
* Termite Free
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Italian Windows & Doors System
ALUMINIUM is high performance solutions for every climate zone in the world.
It is used in all type of residential buildings, office buildings and commercial projects.
They prove to be good investment everyday on all continents and every climate zone
in the world. Aluminium windows range from standard windows to designer windows
and special windows in keeping with the original style with diagonal contours and
fine moldings.
A special feature of the material: Aluminium can be shaped with precision,
thereby allowing your individual wishes and requirements for the window to be
fulfilled.

Features of Aluminium Windows
* Innovative technology
* System-tested security
* Wide range of units and opening types
* Wide range of colours
* Optional burglar, fire and bullet resistance
* Efficient thermal and sound insulation
* Benefits of aluminium: durability and stability, narrow face
widths and a variety of designs.
* Multi point locking system.
* Multiple chambers
* Heat insulated windows
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ALUMINIUM MAIN ENTERANCE GATES
A unique door style having a large presence. For a truly stunning entrance that will
captivate your guests, choose a customized aluminium main door. Enhance the
impact by choosing a finish that complements your home's exterior and paint the
frame a bold, eye-catching colour.
We would like to inform you that all of our gates are custom made to your
measurements. These gates can be made according to your requirements.
Secondly, the wooden optionis available in several types of wood and the aluminum
louvre or slat option can be powder coated to a colour of your choice.
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SPECIALIST OF DECORATIVE DOOR PANEL
IN UPVC & ALUMINUM DOORS.
HOW TO INSTALL AN INSERT DOOR PANEL ?
Very Easy!! Just imagine that instead of installing a double glazing in your profile,
you can insert a door panel!
An Easy to install innovative product,From 24 to 60 mm thick, Adaptable with
all uPVC profiles in India.
Its Features :
* High-Performance Composite Input Doors
* High-performance wood entrance doors
* Pivot entrance doors with high thermal performance
* Armored doors
* Panels for entrance doors and decorative glazing
* Contemporary stainless steel entrance door accessories
* Termite Proof
* High Quality Product.
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AESTHETIC BEAUTY TO YOUR GARDENS
AND BALCONIES OUTDOOR FURNITURE
Unique Window's outdoor furniture is highest in quality, durability and color fastening
in all over world. The wicker stands in -75 D to +75D Temperature with very ease.
Hence base of furniture is aluminum so its rust free for life time and very light in
weight to carry in sun or shadow. Makes it perfect for outdoor purpose. Cushions are
made of water replant material and do not soak water….. so very easy to maintain
and always remains ready for use. It's a beautiful and latest lifestyle product. Outdoor
furniture is getting excellent market in Hotel industry, houses and villas with Terraces,
Swimming pool & Gardens, Restaurants and cafeterias……..so on.
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What exactly is a modular kitchen?
Modular Kitchen is a term used for the modern kitchen furniture layout consisting of
modules of cabinets made of diversified materials which hold accessories inside,
which can facilitate the effective usage of the spaces in a kitchen. Normally the units
which are kept on the floor are called “floor units” or “floor cabinets” on which a
kitchen worktop made of granite, marble, tile or wood has been laid for creating
spaces for varied activities in a kitchen.
The units which are held on the wall for storage purposes are termed as “wall units”
or “wall cabinets” . In small areas of kitchen in an apartment, even a “tall storage unit”
is available for effective storage.Modular kitchen normally constitutes wooden
cabinets, counter tops, internal accessories, electro eomestic gadgets like chimney,
hob, built-in-oven, sink with or without drain board and in some cases a refrigerator,
dishwasher or other gadgets.The designer normally designs the space using
modules of standardized/customized sizes to suit individual spaces.
How UNIQUE Windows helps you
At UNIQUE Windows, you get a one stop solution to all your modular kitchen needs.
We provide you ready to assemble cabinets for your kitchen requirements .A variety
of decorative laminates are available to give sleek and modern finishes. Our designing
abilities make it possible for our clients to get maximum possible storage space in
their kitchen area with minimum/no wastage of space.
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UNIQUE WINDOWS is specified for many of the most advanced and prestigious
residential and commercial projects. Discover some of our reference projects
whichwe have done.
The Brands which we are fabricating have an international approach and have
done many residential and commercial projects all over the world.
Here you can find a glimpse of some of the projects which these brands have
done in India and other parts of the world.
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Address:Head Office :- 2nd Floor Meenu Market, Dasondha Singh Road Lawrence Road ext,
Amritsar Punjab. (INDIA)
Branch Office :- Shop No. 19 , 2nd Floor , Satkartar Dera Market , Model Town ,
Jalandhar City - 144003
Phone:- 0183-501804, Mobile +91-9872518104
Email: sales@uniquewindows.in, Web: www.uniquewindows.in

